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orientation in the late 1860s and 1870s,
prior to the ascendancy ofbacteriology; this
helps account for the fact that four of his
seven chapters focus on these early years,
which other scholars have found less
dramatic than the golden etiological age of
the eighties and nineties. If the quest for
knowability and demonstrability was crucial
to the new understanding of disease,
however (and it was), then surely nothing
changed the meaning ofdemonstrability as
thoroughly as did the successive iterations
of Koch's postulates for etiological proof.
Misleadingly attributed to Koch alone, and
never fully articulated by him in a single
paper or speech, these criteria in their
mature form nevertheless emerged from
bacteriological laboratories in the 1880s and
1890s and forever changed the nature of
medical knowledge. To downplay this part
of the story obscures the extent to which,
epistemologically, this change was in fact
revolutionary and transcended the discovery
of any single bacterium, even ifits impact
on disease treatment and prevention was
initially underwhelming.
Koch and his fellow bacteriologists,
however, have claimed more than their fair
share of the historical spotlight, and it is
high time we listened to some other voices.
It is Michael Worboys' signal achievement
to have in a single concise, straightforward,
and readable volume recaptured the
fundamental indeterminacy ofnineteenth-
century etiology, refocused our attention on
hitherto neglected areas of medical practice,
and substituted a subtle and complex
narrative of ambivalence for a stale, two-
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How should one write a history of
psychotherapy? At the outset, several
choices present themselves. One could
attempt a chronological study, commencing,
say, with the definition of a new science of
"psycho-therapeutics", the term proposed in
1872 by Hack Tuke, and then proceeding
through its main propagator and
popularizer, Hyppolite Bernheim, tracing
the fates ofhypnosis, suggestion and
psychogenic disorders throughfin-de-siecle
Europe and America. Or, one might note
that Tuke's definition is retrospectively
proposed in relation to the debates
concerning animal magnetism, and
consequently follow the line of works of the
"Mesmer to Freud" ilk (and Mary Baker
Eddy, in Stefan Zweig's version), tracing
teleologies, unknowing precursors and
unwitting heirs. Alternatively, one might
adopt the perspective that something like
psychotherapy, broadly considered, has
always featured in the Western medico-
therapeutic traditions, and perhaps non-
Western traditions as well, depending upon
the scale of one's aspirations to universality.
The manner in which one proceeds has
critical consequences not only for the
historiography ofpsychotherapy, but for the
definition of what constitutes psychotherapy
and its ongoing identity. For one significant
trait of the institutions ofpsychotherapy is
the utilization of some version ofhistory to
form, authorize and legitimate its identity,
be it through stressing supposed novelty or
supposed continuity. Thus a critical task for
the history ofpsychotherapy is that of
disentangling its subject from such histories.
In this work, the late Stanley Jackson
adopted the long-term approach. Given the
recent vintage of the term "psychotherapy",
the question of using a more general term
arises, to avoid overt anachronism. Thus
Jackson proposed that the subject of his
history would be "psychological healing",
which he used to refer to "the variety of
efforts taken to minister to a person's
ailments by psychological means or
psychological interventions-whether or not
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Revels in madness will be a useful
reference tool for students and scholars,
especially for those looking for more
obscure figures, like the German Romantic
psychiatrists J C Reil, J C A Heinroth, and
K W Ideler, whom Thiher describes in
detail since few medical libraries have their
books. In his introduction, Thiher indicates
his distance from Foucault's "brilliant,
influential ... but misguided" Histoire de la
folie. Although he sees both literature and
medicine as discourses, or "language
games", Thiher disagrees with Foucault's
theories of historical discontinuities and
ruptures. Instead, he emphasizes the
continuities in the ways of speaking about
madness, including the continuities between
literary and medical perspectives. "Madness
and literature", he contends, "spring from
the same imaginative capacity to entertain
present worlds that do not (really) exist."
The literary imagination "has historically
shared certain features ofthe insane
imagination"; and the content ofmadness is
"often an imaginative form offictional
construct". Since the madman and the
writer are both experts on these imaginative
worlds, then "literature gives access to
madness", and poets, novelists, and literary
critics ought to be able to help doctors and
psychiatrists understand mental phenomena.
But is the opposite true as well; would we
look to the insane and their physicians for
literary expertise and critical insight? Thiher
does not ask this kind of question, and his
study is more that of a literary scholar
organizing psychiatric texts and theories in
accordance with literary history, than a
contribution to the more interdisciplinary
studies of the past two decades. He knows
Pope, but not the work of Roy Porter; he
discusses J-J Rousseau, but has not heard
of George; in short, he has an exhaustive
knowledge of European and American
literature, and a familiarity with the basic
texts ofpsychiatry; but he does not know
the immense secondary literature on the
cultural history ofpsychiatry that would
make this study part of a conversation,
rather than a learned monologue.
Elaine Showalter,
Princeton University
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During the summer of 1768, William
Heberden gave a presentation to the Royal
College ofPhysicians of London in which
he described and, probably for the first
time, named the disease now known as
"angina pectoris". Heberden's clinical
description of the disease rings true today
as an elegant description of a common
condition, one usually attributed to
coronary artery disease. Early in his
presentation, Heberden said that he could
not "recollect any mention [of this disease]
among medical authors". Indeed, before
1768 there is scant evidence in the medical
literature of diseases that seem to bear any
resemblance to what we now know as
angina pectoris. Why not? Perhaps angina
pectoris had been there all along, but had
never before been named? Or, perhaps,
angina pectoris was in 1768 a new disease?
The purpose of the book under review is to
convince the reader of the second
proposition, that angina pectoris was a new
disease in 1768, one at first found
disproportionately in England, but one that
eventually came to be common throughout
the world. This is posed as a clinical
question; issues about the social
construction of disease are not the point of
this book.
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